Abstract: A knowledge of the functioning of the body, and of disease and combated, is required by students in many professions. Teachers, welfare administrators, as well as those professionally 'concerned with health, during their training, may have to include a course dealing with health and health practices. The volume reviewed here, now in its twelfth edition, is intended students in professions other than medicine, who require instruction about health in its broad sense. The author is doubly qualified for his task, having held a Chair in Public Health, and being Chief of the division of Health Education in the World Health Organization.
The text is divided into two parts. The first, consisting of 20 chapters, deals with personal health. It describes the various systems of the body, their function, operation and hygiene. Chapters deal with related subjects, such as nutrition, fitness, heredity, mental and emotional health, accidents, health in relation to family living, and health problems of the adult. Part II, consisting of 10 chapters, is concerned with community health. It deals with environmental hygiene, infection and immunity, and the public health services. An appendix of some 30 pages summarizes the epidemiology and control of the common communicable diseases, and this is followed by an 8 page glossary of common medical terms, and an index.

The book very successfully achieves its objective. The text is written in language comprehensible by an educated non-medical person, and it is well printed on good paper. The drawings, diagrams and reproductions of photographs illustrating the text are numerous and excellent. There is an insert consisting of 13 colour plates illustrating human anatomy, 6 of the plates being printed on transparent material and by superposition the relationships of the contents of the thorax and abdomen. Accompanying the book is a test manual of 64 pages for the assistance of teachers using it as a class textbook, which is designed to test the students' knowledge and understanding of the text.

Students in the United States of America will find this book particularly valuable because, at the end of each chapter a list of references is given, most of which are U.S. and numerous footnotes indicate where literature may be obtained relating to problems discussed. This is a fine book, magnificently produced at a relatively moderate price, which will very adequately answer the needs of teachers and others outside the profession who require to understand the structure and functions of the body and the modern organization of health services. T. H. Davey.
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